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Countering Mind Control and Covert Attacks via
The Electro-Magnetic Spectrum

Editor: We are most grateful to one of our
German speaking subscribers for the following
contribution relating to his firm’s work over
recent years in developing, producing and
marketing effective countermeasures to the
sophisticated warfare now being waged against
seemingly all humanity via what most believe
are innocuous data transmission and receiving
devises we all have to use e.g. phone, wireless,
TV including exposure to radiation from
electricity itself and even light.
Mind Control and Electrosmog: Their
Threats and Countermeasures

Now to our topic: First it is necessary to have
an understanding regarding the problems and
dangers of electricity! To begin, some theory
on the subject of electricity. Boring? Wait a
minute! Please read on!
The Problem
Electricity was discovered some 100 years ago
and is therefore, relatively speaking, quite a
modern invention, (although not new to nature)
that has brought comfort and progress. But
there is a downside:–

1) Man made electricity is dangerous because
O, ELECTROSMOG AND MIND of the magnetic and electromagnetic radiation
CONTROL (MC) concerns you? Us emanating therefrom.
too! However, we have found a solution
high
frequency
(UHF)
for at least more than 90% of the population 2) Ultra
affected by this most insidious form of attack. electromagnetic radiation is even more
Having read the following resume of our dangerous. Wikipedia states: Ultra high
company’s
work
in
developing frequency (UHF) encompasses a range of
countermeasures against such attacks, you may electromagnetic waves with frequencies of
wish to purchase one or more source field- between 300 MHz and 3 GHz (3,000 MHz),
harmonisers and test their protective benefits which are also known as the decimetre band or
decimetre wave as the wavelengths range from
for yourself.
one to ten decimetres (10 cm to 1 metre).
In this article certain aspects of electrosmog and
MC associated with UHF radiation, being the 3) Extreme low frequency (ELF) modulated
most pervasive, will be addressed. The UHF radiation is far more dangerous.
television and film industry both play a pivotal
roll in implementing MC by harnessing nature’s 4) Digital ELF-modulated HF-radiation is
optical laws. Other methods of MC are now in worse still and much more serious because it is
an advanced stage of development such as the type most frequently encountered through
holographic projection. Yet other “esoteric” using cell phones and watching digital
technologies (our term) e.g. radionics, psionics television.
and psychotronics must be considered when
5) 5G Wireless radiation from 24 to 90 GHz,
endeavouring to take countermeasures.
being now implemented. MOST dangerous due
Also to be considered is worldwide organised to high frequency. 3 to 4 times more the effect
stalking and electronic harassment (OS/EH), of microwave oven heating. Heating is not
which has been going on for decades with ever referring to heating a meal, but rather cooking
increasing sophistication. This topic will have your brain with a mobile phone.
to be left for another time.

S
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the body as a whole. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that 100% of people REACT to radiation
emanating from electrical equipment and
transmission lines. Believe me, it affects people
irrespective of their religious belief!
Warning
The unspoken argument goes like this. “Such
information applies to women, children, the old
and sick but not to me”. If this describes you
then stop reading immediately! Trash this paper
and increase your life insurance cover for the
Non-thermal affects are denied by the mobile final onslaught! Apologies for wasting your
phone industry. Government defined limits for time and cognitive sleep!
UHF radiation consider only the thermal affects
Unbelievable, but true! Furthermore, limit Still reading? – Then be it at your own risk!
values differ from country to country e.g. Note all of the following, because this
Depending on frequency band Russia allows information is nonsense in the eyes of the
only 1/10000th of the power allowed in mobile phone lobby, education and medical
establishments, etc.
Germany.
Non-thermal radiation emanating from
manmade
electricity
generation
and
transmission greatly impairs the natural system
of intercellular communication. 12.000
initiatives moreover and more than 25.000
studies worldwide demonstrate this.

Warning of digital television’s DVBT damaging affects to health was given in an open letter
to US President Obama, the Senate and
Congress of the USA. 12.02.2009 by Dr. C.
Waldmann Selsam, Germany.

Because of the powerful mobile phone lobby
one can expect no redress from the authorities.
So, one must take the initiative to protect
oneself, family and friends, that is, if they are
willing to listen.

By the way we have a very insignificant
website, which is intentional, for we have no
wish to fight corrupt lawyers nor as far as is
possible, do we wish to come to the notice of
government agencies. Rather, it is to be hoped
that our message is being and will be spread by
word of mouth and recommendation because.

The mobile phone lobby is ridiculing and
trivialising end user affects by buying off
“scientists” and maintaining the focus on
Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity (EHS) rather
than the MC implications.

So feel free to join our
campaign!

A common argument heard against the dangers
of UHF radiation is: “I feel nothing”! Of course
not! This is because you have no organs capable
of sensing this type of radiation. However, 30%
of the population can sense this radiation with
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Table Of Brain Wave Frequencies
See next page

damage. If one modulates a UHF signal with
an ELF brain wave signal, the range of the brain
wave signal is increased dramatically making
it possible to influence the thinking and mood
of populations over vast areas.
A Piece From The Hall Of Shame
Table Of Brain Wave Frequencies
Name
Delta

Frequency
(Hz)
1-3

Theta

4-7

Alpha

8-12

Beta

13-30

Description
Deep sleep Coma
Dream sleep,
trance, deep
meditation,
hypnosis, normal
state of mind
Relaxed state of
conscientiousness,
eyes closed,
meditation, prayer
Activated state of
conscientious,
normal daily
activity, eyes open
Binding of
attention,
integration of
sensual impression
into time and
space.

It is said that under the premiership of Margaret
Thatcher, scientists were able to pick up brain
wave transmission patterns of male apes in
relation to their subjection to the chief ape.
These ELF signal brain wave patterns were
modified somewhat and then modulated using
a portable radar system. (appr. 400 Mhz). With
this system they successfully irradiated suburbs
where striking workers were rioting. Imagine:
this happened back in the 70’s. Get the point?
In the meantime different types of MCtechnology have been developed for both
individuals and the masses such as GWEN
towers, HAARP (see picture on top), LOIS and
satellites.

Note: HAARP only makes sense together with
chemtrails, because chemtrails are creating an
Gamma
39-80
electromagnet plasma field (nano metallic
particles) in the atmosphere, thereby providing
a reflective shield for all kinds of (ELF
modulated) UHF radiation. For those interested
in researching this further, links can be obtained
from Energy7 – see advert. In a certain sense
this information is well known. Tens of
thousands of bold, truth seekers worldwide are
Some technical information
endeavouring to awaken people to these and
The most commonly used UHF frequencies in other threats.
Europe are the 400, 900, 1800 (GMS) and 2200
How Does MC Work?
(UMTS) Mega Hz frequency bands (1 Mega
Hz is 1 million c/sec). However, if these are
modulated down by repeatedly cutting them in The Creator has shielded His masterpiece,
half one ends up with vital biological windows because within the human body there is a
with certain frequencies important for internal multiple protection in place. Therefore some
biological communication of nerves, cells and elites are trying several techniques to crack our
God given defences both collectively and
DNA.
individually. We will now discuss these
This is similar to the octavation process in attempts: MC means controlling or at least
music. That is, when a note is played at the influencing both your mood and thoughts. Most
piano, overtones are also produced, influencing well known: the mass media. Very successful
Digital ELF modulated HF radiation, esp 5G
the listeners nervous system.
technology, is used to evoke neurological
A study has shown that the UMTS frequency reactions and is equivalent to psychopharmakia,
band is 40 times more dangerous than the GMS e.g. depression, optimism, hate, anger,
frequency band in terms of causing DNS patriotism, fear, lethargy via radiation. By these
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means a potential is created, which can then be
used to implant some emotional and cognitive
impulse. Its effectiveness has been recently
evidenced by the Obamania, funeral hypes
(Michael Jackson, Mother Theresa), election
campaigns, civil war, riots (France) or in the
pacification of cities.

violence) for all types of satanic and other
perversions now spreading amongst our youth
and other sections of the community.
The Bible warns against occultism which was
and is still very dangerous. However, this type
of technical occultism is largely unknown
which makes it very dangerous. Just like knives,
guns and computers, which can be used for
good or evil, the hidden hand within
government and the military is not using the
former.
Overview of The Bio-Energy Scalar Wave
Discussion

Chemtrails
The principal attack is via the scalar part of this
radiation which is, sophisticated interference of
two UHF sources to create special effects in that
direction. Chemtrails since some time
seemingly nano particles have been found to be
contaminating tissues, especially the brain, and
making it yet more vulnerable to other electrical
influences that may be encountered. Heavy
metal detoxification is highly recommended as
a means to counteract this form of attack.
Effective countermeasures are known and are
available.

Electrosmog is wrongly regarded primarily as
a biological, medical, chemical, or biochemical
phenomenon, rather than a physical
phenomenon. Slowly it has begun to be
considered as a BIO-physical phenomenon.
Some progress! But it should mainly be
considered as a bio-ENERGY phenomenon,
which is entering the realm of applied quantum
and scalar wave physics.

The New Threat
The technical basis on which applied quantum
and scalar wave physics are founded is widely
debated. Serious consideration is given to the
first, but very little to the second. An overview
can be obtained from the home page of Thomas
Bearden and Prof. Dr. K. Meyl’s website: See
footnote.

Now we are proceeding towards ever more
dangerous
and
unknown
areas
in
electromagnetic Voodoo to which populations
are being exposed. Such attacks cause lethargy,
numbing and rigor of the nervous system
including cellular and DNA communication.
This method facilitates all kinds of MC and
electronic interference (of a Voodoo nature) and Related to these theories is the extended unified
paving the way (together with TV and video quantum field theory of the German physicist
Burkhard Heim (1925 2001)

Right from its emergence UHF radiation comes
with an amount of scalar wave radiation. But
why? This much debated phenomena is
described by the Lorentz Maxwell field
equations and elaborated on by Prof. Meyl.
Scalar waves CANNOT be measured with
standard physics’ equipment, for example one
cannot measure the weight of an apple with a
ruler. The human body’s tissues, organs,
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however, one were to cut oneself off entirely
from modern information technology. Even the
Amish people are afflicted by chemtrail /
HAARP technology. Soon no part of the globe
will be free of MC influence.

nerves, cells, and most importantly DNA reacts
to scalar waves and THESE EFFECTS are
measurable. According to the research of
Russian molecular biologist Pjotr Garajajev
(above), DNA within the brain reacts to light
and all forms of electromagnetic radiation.
We have to discriminate between transversal
and longitudinal components of HF radiation
that may be present. Technically it is the
transversal part that is measured. However, the
longitudinal part (Scalar waves) is only
indirectly measurable which accounts for the
so called “losses” in physics, relating to loss of
energy, which cannot otherwise be explained.
– Scientific discussion continues.

Do you understand? The body picks up the
disturbing scalar wave UHF radiation from data
transmission. If someone talks to you, you are
receiving data. For example, if a loudspeaker is
used it is the same as if someone had whispered
into your ear, both carrying exactly the same
information. So, what is to be done? One has
to compensate these disturbing scalar waves by
neutralising them in order to improve the
body’s ability to protect against these waves.
Another aspect to be considered is NATURAL
scalar waves used in nature. Animals and plants
“speak”, but this speech is inaudible to the
human
ear,
furthermore,
there
is
communication between all parts of creation.
Creation is holistically, fractal and
holographically interconnected. Scientific
experimentation has determined that plants
communicate between themselves to the extent
of recognising a lab person who had previously
injured one of the plants.
Model of DNA. DNA
has capabilities of
an electric,
magnetic,
biophoton and
scalarwave
antenna, both:
circular and rodantenna.

Nicola Tesla (above) had already postulated the
presence of scalar waves and had even
successfully experimented with them. We will
not go into details of this phenomena but rather
look for applications in our daily life

Minerals, plants, gemstones, mobile phones,
medicine and even food transmit a silent
message which is picked up deciphered and
reacted upon by your DNA. Every cell is a
highly sophisticated bio-computer, each with a
storage capacity of 3 gigabytes. This reaction
Some well known strategies to cope with strain occurs in that part of the DNA regarded by
and stress caused by the physical portion of “scientists” as junk amounting to some 95% of
UHF radiation are source switching off, the whole. In other words scientists designate
shielding, minimising and increasing distance
Cover CD „Silent
to the source. However, these strategies are not
Sound“ with sublimal
applicable to scalar waves. Why?
message. (Sold out)
Because UHF carries data such as voice
transmission via TV, Mobiles etc. These data
carrying scalar waves are biologically
significant. It is not practical to reduce the
intensity of such radiation received, unless
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This serves only as an
example in the
audibel freqency.
Scalar wave
techniques are
different.

95% of the human genome as junk; what hubris!

How To Win This Scalar Waves “War” in
Your brain?

There are several strategies but we don’t wish
to elaborate on this just now, rather focus on
the most practical. In Germany there are more
than 100 manufacturers of different types of
scalar wave modulating equipment etc. called
bio-energetic modulators or neutralisers.
Uninformed people may call this “esoteric”, but
the understanding of “esoteric” must of
Natural scalar wave communication is highly necessity be redefined and newly understood.
sophisticated, while not a human language it
has its own syntax and grammar. Russian Your grandparents would certainly have
molecular biologist Pjotr Garajajev has done considered television as “esoteric” or „occult“.
some exiting research on this topic.
They would have considered this as a case for
an exorcist. The fact is that whole populations
Crucially mobile phone induced scalar waves both in Europe and US are exposed to the
simply produce NOISE thereby disturbing ALL aforementioned new kind of electronic Voodoo,
natural scalar wave communication. Some like mainly in the form of applied scalar waves
listening to this unnatural noise modulated physics whose effects can be measured. If one
down into an audible frequency band not can measure, then one can influence and
realising the stress it is causing them 24 hours develop counter strategies.
a day, 7 days a week and after year.
Consequently, depending on length of Basically there’s a strong need for improving
exposure, age, state of health and genetics, the energy level of the human body including
sickness is inevitable.
the tissues, nerves and in strengthening the
immune system. Well known strategies are:
Still worse, seemingly some NWO Satan detoxification, releasing inner blockages,
inspired criminals using scientists to combine prayer, minerals, vitamins and drinking enough
“noisy” and natural scalar waves by good water (most tap water is contaminated
superimposing 2 UHF fields (e.g. digital TV with poisonous chemicals).
and mobile phone) thus creating an inaudible
“inner” voice which can be used to cause
aggression, depression, patriotism, shopping
frenzy and Obamanias.
In short they can instil any kind of mood
assisted and focused by some kind of cognitive
impulse being presented by the mass media and
making it possible to instil further types of
occultism into an unsuspecting public.
To monitor the presence and intensity of
“noisy” scalar waves, several medical devices
are available; about a dozen different types in
all. In Germany, as a rough estimate, there are
about 10.000 medical therapists who are
equipped with one or other of these devices.
Many of the better ones are of Russian origin.
Following the decline of the Soviet empire
many of their scientists came to the west. Their
knowledge merged with that of German
scientists resulting in an overall technical
improvement.

However, there is now a new approach:
strengthening the scalar communication system
of the human body. In the last 10 years we have
tested more than 40 bio-energetic modulators
and compiled reports giving our expert opinion
on these devises. In 2008 a German company
came up with its own invention of a modulator,
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called Source field-Harmoniser, (Source field
stands for Scalar wave and subtle energies)
which has been available to the general public.
We don‘t say it’s THE best solution, but we
claim it is one of the best and CERTAINLY the
one with the best cost/effect ratio.

The Results
1. For mobile phones; small rectangular, 25 x
Our results are the outcome from many test 35 mm diameter and less than 1 mm thick.
sessions in cooperation with several medical Simply put it into the battery recess or under
practitioners using different testing methods covering of Your mobile phone.
and equipment. They are statistically
2. For home protection; rectangular Source
significant. Details supplied on request.
field-Harmoniser should be stuck onto base
The average of all measurements taken from stations of wireless telephone, computer or to
every test subject with no stress factor (e.g. the main source switchboard to cover all minor
electric equipment and lights.
mobile phone) was put at 100%. (blue line)
Standby, meaning having the mobile phone in
the pocket without being engaged on a call,
reduces this to 77%, active calls reduce further
to 50% (both red line).
.
Applying the Source field-Harmoniser
ALWAYS IMPROVES the level of bio-energy:
in standby mode by up to 159% while during a
mobile phone call up to 145%. is still achieved
The ideal is not to carry a mobile phone, but
rather carry an Source field-Harmoniser in a
pocket, thereby increasing bio-energy levels on
average by up to 198% providing an energy
surplus that the body can utilise to counteract
the multiple stresses of modern living.
________________________

Note: solar panels and microwave ovens need
an extra one.
3. For personal protection. Egg-shaped Source
field-Harmoniser can be used during travel
whether by car, plane, electric railroad or in
hotels, supermarkets or hospitals!. Or simply
under pillow case during sleep
Our Secret, Partially Revealed
We use the phase border technology as
described in the book “Die feinstoffliche
Erweiterung unseres Weltbildes” from Dr.
Klaus Volkamer, Weissensee Verlag. All
production is carefully done by hand.

Simple, after 15 years of research and practical
experience this now becomes an easy
procedure. It is natural and for this reason we
give thanks to God, who in these times has
revealed this to us simple procedure, when the
Three types of practical source field- survival of the whole human race seems to be
at stake. It is our fervent hope that at least the
Harmoniser are offered:—-

NOTE: Source field-Harmoniser do not affect
the functioning of electrical equipment,
therefore physical counter measures may still
be necessary.
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suffering people may derive some benefit from against us because to know how we are being
our products. We hold this as a glimpse of new attacked is as important as to know by whom.
technologies which will soon be in use
worldwide.
We trust this article will enable you to protect
yourself from the MC programs of the elites.
More and more people are contacting us who
have been using our devises to report improved Progress comes from single creative inventors
concentration and vitality, reduced fatigue, and members of society. Many have lived in
better sleep, resulting in being more calm and Germany and German speaking countries,
contented mood, increased physical fitness, others in Russia and United States.
reduced indispositions of all kinds, plus better
metabolism. Physicians and medical personnel
Editor’s Note
will of course say, this can only of course be as
a result of the placebo effect. However we on The advert below gives Wolfgang’s contact
our side claim no medical benefits.
details for those wishing to obtain further
information or to purchase Source fieldProtection Strategies
Harmoniser that are on offer.
In addition to the previously mentioned
protection strategies such as switching off at
source, screening, increasing distance from the
source, one may need some professional help
in determining the not so obvious points of
danger. Alternatively one can obtain a relatively
cheap detector.

For those interested in researching this subject
further the author has provided a number of
interesting links for those with Internet access
which are detailed below:—

Contact Details

Immediate health benefits may often be
obtained by removing all wireless equipment
such as telephones, clock radio, television,
electric blankets, microwave ovens and
computers to name a few. Preference should be
given to cable connected phones.
Source Field Harmoniser For Mobile: € 67,
Personal protection € 69, each. For houses, flats
Avoid having mobile phones on the hip as etc available. Click Here
fertility can be impaired. Ideally, such should
be shielded, property from electrical radiation
which can be expensive. Aim to keep healthy,
Source Information
as people with impaired health are more
susceptible. It is dangerous to fall asleep while
Link 1 Electric Sense
watching TV, as the subconscious mind is
particularly vulnerable to MC. Do not use TV,
Link 2 Wireless Radiation Dangers
radio etc for background listening as again the
Link 3 5G Mobile Lobby
mind is more susceptible to MC.
Link 4 The 5g Beast System
Scalar Wave Detector
Link 5 Cooking Humanity
In large conurbations electrical radiation from
neighbouring buildings can be a problem, but
the first priority must always be physical
reduction then ADDITIONALLY scalar wave
neutralisation.

Editor: This article is an updated version of the
one published in edition No. 2 of this magazine
in 2009, following a number of reprint requests.
With increasing demand for the protection
devices using crystal technology, these are now
So to protect ourselves, we must understand available from Energy 7 in the UK.
how quantum and scalar physics is being used
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Danger

Covert Weapons for Silent Wars

More Powerful Ones Are Now Being Erected for 5G
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